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Abstract

A focus on productivity and performance has seen uniformity and
standardisation pervade educational policy, systems and sectors world-wide. 
The reality is that most significant innovations and enhancements in quality 
originate from the frontline. Yet, too few studies seek to understand the 
meanings educators at the frontline are making. For educational researchers,
policymakers, practitioners and society, arts-based narrative inquiry holds 
much promise. This type of inquiry honours aesthetic perspectives and 
supports the making of meaning that is personally and professionally 
significant. During times of transition, disconnection and world-wide 
educational change, aesthetic inquiry that releases the imagination and 
opens spaces for meaning and connection-making is all the more important.  

Arts-based narrative research is grounded in the belief that the materials of 
our lives are essential to our interactions, our identity, and our work and 
how it is understood. The stories of our lives are the fundamental way in 
which we know ourselves and are known by others. As we resolve to reflect 
on our life stories we become critically reflective and able to act more 
intentionally in the personal, local, regional and global spaces that we live
and work.   

To illustrate and explore the value of this type of educational research I 
offer a personal narrative where identity, life-history, transition and 
connectedness are examined. In this self-study, the creation of self-portraits 
acted as catalysts for reflection providing opportunities to feel the 
experiences of my life in authentic and productive ways. Attending to 
personal meanings using self-portrait supported my capacity to revisit and 
learn from my stories. They connected me to memories; they 
communicated my knowing of and in the present; and they encouraged 
imagination about how to live life with intention and proceed meaningfully
in ways that might deepen and sustain me amidst life’s challenges and 
changes.

The attraction of aesthetic inquiry

Researchers interested in the human experience have long been attracted to inquiry approaches that 
possess aesthetic qualities and derive principally from the arts and humanities, rather than from
positivist approaches (Dewey, 1934; Eisner, 1997; Greene, 1980). Educational researchers now 
understand the relevance and potency of autobiographical, narrative, and arts-based methods of 
inquiry (Leavy, 2009; Sinner, Leggo, Irwin, Gouzouasis, & Grauer, 2006). Now a rapidly growing 
field in education, the contribution of ‘the creative arts’ as a significant and rich form of inquiry is 
evident by the increasing number of peerǦreviewed journals dedicated to artsǦbased research in 
education (Cole & Knowles, 2011; Mullen, 2003).
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In educational research, arts-based methods can be used at every stage of the research endeavour from 
data collection to analysis, and can continue to serve as resources for inquiry and pedagogy (Cole & 
Knowles, 2011; Leavy, 2009). During the creative inquiry process tacit knowledge is revealed and 
knowledge and meaning construction is made visible (Irwin, Kind, & Springgay, 2005; Mello, 
2007).This unique capacity to access knowledge and represent knowledge Is one of the reasons arts-
based methods are able to get to the heart of difficult and complex questions and situations (Black, 
2002; Sinner et al., 2006). Representational forms and products support personal and professional 
development as they communicate stories of experience and ways of knowing and focus attention on 
practice (Bagnoli, 2009). They also have potential to open up public discourse and assist the 
development of empathetic understanding (Leavy, 2009; Pink, 2006; Rolling, 2010).

Intensification, transition and change

Workers in all occupations are being asked to do more with less, and workplaces are relentlessly 
intensifying. In education, global and economic challenges and constant restructuring mean that 
educators are working in climates of persistent change and uncertainty (Beltman, Mansfield, & Price, 
2011; Craig, 2010). Educators are managing a myriad of unpredictable, multi-dimensional 
expectations, roles, and circumstances as part of their daily work such that the capacity to cope with 
change and transition is now an essential quality for educators (Hargreaves, Nias, Menter, & Webb, 
1998; Phillips, 2010). The many demands and transitions educators are called upon to negotiate are 
often accompanied by tension, ambiguity, and a sense of grief, loss and change (Gordon & Maxey, 
2000; van den Berg, 2002). 

Views which assume that educational problems can be resolved simply by greater accountability and 
standards present a misconceived view of educational worlds and the significance of educators
(Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005; Hargreaves, 2004). The significance of the teacher, of 
personal and intellectual knowledge, of teacher identity, and of lived experience is enormous 
(Carpenter, 2010; Craig, 2010). As Eisner reminds: 

“Teaching always occurs in highly contextual situations; there is not now nor will there be 
a replacement for the teacher who understands which course of action and which decision
is most appropriate in this particular circumstance at this particular time. Put another way, 
artistry and intuition are enormously important aspects of all forms of teaching and 
teachers need the space and encouragement to use both in their work” (Eisner, 1995, 
p.103).

Herein lies the relevance of aesthetic inquiry. Aesthetic inquiry opens up possibilities for imagining 
alternatives beyond those being scripted by policymakers and wider worlds, and for elucidating the 
complex realities, issues, emotions and dilemmas that are constituting educational and human 
landscapes (Black, 2011; Huber, Huber, & Clandinin, 2004; Sinner et al., 2006). Through self-
directed, self-empowering experiences, aesthetic inquiry encourages greater awareness of self and 
identity, and enables more intentional situating of self in challenging experiences (Beattie, 2009). 

Understanding the activity of being human

Teaching like any genuinely human activity emerges from our inner life and it is said ‘we teach who 
we are’ (Ayers, 1993; Palmer, 1998). When our life and work are concerned with education, finding 
out who we are and how we know is vital. Sometimes our stories and experiences take conversations 
into deep places. But, linking to these deep, embodied, aesthetic and authentic places of knowing is 
necessary for understanding what it is to be human, for understanding relationships, and for 
understanding what it means to teach in contemporary worlds (Izadinia, 2012; Palmer, 1998).  

Teaching is an emotional practice and being a teacher is a compelling emotional state where human 
relationships loom large (Hargreaves, 2004). These human dimensions are fundamental to 
understanding teaching and who we are as teachers, yet are too often ignored by educational 
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bureaucrats and regulators (Chambers, Hobson, & Tracey, 2010). Feelings are part of the experience 
of teaching and are a means by which teaching experiences are understood. Thankfully, more 
researchers are realising that emotions and emotional qualities, such as intuition, mindfulness and 
artistry, form a significant part of teachers’ knowledge and the caring orientation which many teachers 
take towards their work (Eisner, 1995; Hargreaves, 2004; Hong, 2010). It is clear that educators need 
to create safe spaces and trusting relationships within the academic and educational workplace to 
examine and appreciate the activity of being human. 

Opening spaces for creative inquiry with undergraduate education students

My self-portrait work has originated in the arts courses that I have taught and am teaching (McArdle, 
2012). I began doing self-portraits because I wanted to join my education students on their learning 
journey and engage in the tasks and processes I was asking of them. So, I worked alongside them and 
shared my stories and meaning-making as they shared theirs. 

As part of their undergraduate education degree, students take a course on the arts in education. In this 
course, my students are encouraged to research and examine various artworks and artists, and 
consider the meanings and messages artists explore and communicate. Students are then required to 
experiment with using the arts as a language to communicate something of themselves and their 
experiences by producing a self-portrait. Engaging in this artistic process potentially supports
reflection, self-knowledge and the making of personal and professional meanings and connections.
Students can examine and represent anything linked to self in their self-portrait including, but not 
limited to, issues of gender, culture, relationships, spirituality, personality, life history, experience, 
identity, emotion, loss, growth, roles and purpose. The self-portrait process focuses on students 
exploring their own meanings and ways of knowing while engaging with aesthetic and creative 
processes. 

This focus on constructing one’s own knowledge and the importance of knowledge of self and culture
is, and has always been, an underpinning of effective education (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 
2005; Dewey, 1956). Through reflection on their own life situations, relationships and ways of 
knowing, students are opening spaces to connect with who they are, how they know, and the teacher 
they want to be.  Of course different students bring different levels of commitment to the self-portrait 
process, and perhaps those students who are highly reflective in the first instance are the ones who use 
this opportunity to make deep, authentic and powerful connections within. Some students reflect only 
on the surface of their lives, representing things or people they like, or the black and whiteness of 
themselves. Even so, when students come together to share and present their work at the end of the 
course often times the experience is quite emotional and deeply moving for the whole group. As a 
group we come away with personal awakenings and an appreciation of the diversity of lives. We 
realise how much we didn’t understand about each other and wouldn’t have understood without this 
opportunity. I observed one student examine and represent her childhood experience with cancer and 
use the portrait process to share raw and deep experiences and insights. Another student examined the 
tensions of her life situation and the responsibility of living in Australia to study and then get a well-
paying job as a teacher so that she could support her immediate and extended family living in poverty 
in the Philippines. More recently, a mature-age student examined the challenges and anxieties she felt 
with regard to managing her time upon studying full-time.  

“Dissolution of Time” – by Paula 2012
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The relevance of the self-portrait process is not so much the end product, but the power of the arts as a 
language. The making and creating of a self-portrait supports the examination of our life, connecting
us to our humanity and to deep levels of embodied personal meaning. It supports the emergence of 
insight and compassion and clarity. It supports connection and connectedness with others’ experiences 
and offers a sense of community and communion with who we are as a people (Grushka, 2008).

A self-study using self-portrait

The following self-study uses images, reflection, art-forms and artefacts to explore the meanings 
which I have ascribed to my lived experiences in relation to losing my mother to cancer. Self-portraits 
allowed me to examine the stories I was living out and supported the reconciling of narratives, 
enabling the creation of new narratives and possibilities for my future (Beattie, 2009). In terms of a 
methodological journey, I engaged in a kind of auto-ethnographic methodology, open to my emotions 
and inner life as a “vulnerable observer” (Behar, 1997, p. 6). I engaged in a process of knowing that 
acknowledged my experiences, that addressed what was happening within me, and obliged me to 
rethink and reflect. As I created self-portraits alongside my students and engaged in the course 
presentations I made myself vulnerable to them through my “intimate confessions” (Socolovsky, 1998, 
p.73). And now with this paper I am engaging in a process of writing vulnerably.

The relationships we have with people in our 
lives shape us. A mother and daughter 
relationship is extra special. My mother has 
been an amazing and inspirational force in my 
life. I cannot adequately describe the 
preciousness of our relationship. Perhaps this 
has been in part because we never knew how 
long we had together. Diagnosed with renal 
failure at 21, mum suffered a stroke and lost 
her first child. She took great health risks to 
have me. A kidney transplant followed 
dialysis and for as long back as I can 
remember she has had health emergencies and 
weeks or months in hospital due to various 
infections, health complications, or surgery 

requirements. Mum stopped counting after thirty operations. Many occasions over my life I had been 
told by doctors to expect the worst. Her health narrative is only one part of our history, but perhaps 
explains why she has loved me fiercely, and I her.  Our bond has always been unique and our great 
love for each other has sustained us through the tribulations we have shared. We have been each 
other’s confidante and friend. Through our relationship I have learned about love, compassion, pain, 
courage, perseverance, laughter, gratitude and truth. My mother has offered me the foundations for 
living and being.

On May 29, 2006, five weeks after a diagnosis of oesophageal cancer I watched my mother pass away. 
I was by her bedside for her final days and for her last moment. I was able to lovingly wipe her brow, 
to sing her songs of comfort, to hold her hand, to watch her bravery and courage and to, ultimately at 
her last breath, wave her spirit heavenward - a ritual we had shared together 11 years prior at the 
bedside of my Grandmother and her mother when she too succumbed to cancer and left this earthly 
world.

Mum and I had spent the last weeks of her life phoning each other many times a day, seeing each 
other every day, somehow subconsciously and even consciously aware that any of these could or 
would be our last communications. Together we cried and laughed, sought forgiveness for past hurts, 
held each other tight and expressed and affirmed our love for each other.  For the majority of my life 
she was my absolute rock and we depended on each other through thick and thin. After her death I 
knew that I was going to feel totally lost without her. I continue to grieve for her six years on. 
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Self-portraits have supported my healing and the management of my grief. Self-portraits have enabled 
a safe and productive way to connect within. Connecting within has been important – for my own 
sake, for the sake of my family and my existing relationships, and for the sake of my work, my 
teaching and my students. 

I used my self-portrait work to process my experience of grief and loss. For better or for worse I 
looked into the condition of my soul and the deepest levels of emotion residing there. Less than three 
months after her death this process connected me to the rawness and the pain, to the sense of loss that 
overwhelmed me. It also connected me to restorative things, things that supported healing. For better 
or for worse I worked alongside my education students and painted my experience. I opened a space 
in my academic life to share myself and my grief experience with them, and as a group we 
encountered trust and connection and an increase of honesty about who we actually were and how we 
had and were experiencing life.

“The two girls”:
These are the notes I shared with my students during our self-portrait presentations at the end of the 
course in 2006:

“The two girls reconcile” 2006
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Thursday 17 August, 2006
When I bought this canvas, in semester one, my mother was still alive.  Now, in semester 
two, I am using her palettes, her paints, and her charcoal to paint this picture. The roses in 
the picture are those from her coffin, the arrangement was created by one of her friends in 
honour of their friendship and mum’s love of colour, especially yellow. In my painting 
there is a butterfly playing in the roses, and there really was one, captured in the photo of 
the roses that I took. The butterfly is mum’s symbol, she decorated her room, her life with 
butterflies, they became a symbol for her celebration of life, her amazing metamorphosis 
through pain and sickness, and finally into heaven. I cannot see a butterfly without 
remembering her.  

This portrait is me looking down at these roses and this butterfly, mum’s symbol. I am 
embracing my child self as I do this. As a child I had an alternating squint – crossed eyes 
and no binocular vision. I was hopeless at sports.  (I speak in the past tense, but I still have 
crossed eyes, and I still have no binocular vision, and I still am hopeless at sports – but as I 
have grown I have learned the forgery tricks, I avoid sports and I have contact lenses 
which mask the real me). For many years my glasses didn’t have the power to hold my 
eyes straight. I was tormented and bullied by other kids and I was so very sensitive. I think 
I began to hate myself. Since mum’s death I have found myself sorting through old photos, 
and memorabilia.  I have found many photos that I don’t remember ever seeing before, of 
my first days of school, of my very young years, and my nearly adolescent years.  I found 
the pieces of a picture of me, aged 7? 9? A picture I had ripped into pieces and long 
forgotten. Yet, mum had saved these ripped pieces and placed them in an envelope. I have 
a recollection that when I was 18 or 19 years old I ripped this photo of my younger self up, 
denouncing her, disgusted at her ugliness and all the painful memories associated with her.  
I recall mum being upset that I had done such a thing. 

Without me knowing, she saved these pieces for me. 
She saved them for me so that I could rethink my 
position on this little girl. Today I have lovingly put 
the pieces of me back together, and I have painted 
this girl in the picture, this girl once in pieces, now 
made whole.  

I have caressed this little girl, loved her, and seen her 
beauty and tenderness. I have said ‘I’m sorry’.  She 
experienced so much pain in her childhood and then I 
joined in and treated her with disdain too.  She did 
not deserve this.  I love this little girl. 

The background of my painting is taken from another 
photo of this little one. The grainy blurry background 
takes me back in time to her, backward, and 
forward…..I forgive the me who ripped her image up 
- I accept that in life you are not always wise and 
aware. ….and forward to today, yes today where I 
say ‘I will protect and love this little one’, I will 

embrace her and tell her ‘I love you, just the way you are’.   We need each other, this little 
girl and I, our mummy is gone, and we miss her so very much.  

But the Alisons are now reconciled, we are one, we have today shed tears together, we 
accept each other, we own each other proudly, we see our eyes - and yes they are crooked -
but we also know to look deeper. Deeper into our soul. Our soul that is connected to those 
we love and to those who love us, our soul that is good and full of hope and love and trust.  
And somehow amidst the grief there is peace.

This dialogue still moves me. I remember choking back tears as I read this to students. Not 
typical lecturer behaviour. But, my tears were not the only ones shed in the room. It wasn’t easy 
and I was exposing myself to my students. I was taking a risk trusting them with my feelings 
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and my experiences. And I did feel vulnerable and uneasy. What was returned to me was their 
own honesty in their own art-making and stories. Student feedback and evaluations repeatedly 
echoed how meaningful the learning process had been and how grateful they were that I had 
opened myself to them, worked alongside them and taken the learning and the creative process 
seriously.

I have continued to join students in art-making processes. A year after mum’s death I painted 
‘Transition’.

“Transition” 2007

These are the notes I shared during the class presentations:

The meaning of the artwork is all about transitioning.  My mum passed away last May. Not 
having her in my life and adjusting to this ending of my life-phase as a daughter, and my 
new identity as a ‘grown up’ without a parent, and the loss, and the grieving, and the 
missing her acutely, is a huge part of my transitioning. The other part is a future plan to 
move to a different place, to a coastal region, the buying of land, the transition of trying to 
sell our home, finding new jobs and all that needs to happen before we can begin the new 
life phase ahead.  Currently we are in transition even between present and future, having 
taken down photos and artefacts of meaning in our home to make it less ‘our home’ and 
more generically identifiable and attractive to potential buyers. I feel like there are so many 
‘ending of eras’ that I am managing: the ending of my identity as a daughter, the ending of 
an era of city living, the ending of our lives in our home where we were married and our 
children born, the end of feeling secure about knowing life as it is. 

I have used the elements of art to picture the emotions and experiences of these transitions. 
The painting itself is in transition. There is a feeling that more could be done with the face, 
it is stark and dark and unfinished. Yet if I were to do more, the face would not be in  
‘transition’ or open to ‘possibility’. So I like the double meaning of illustrating transition 
and the image not being completed, still evolving, not complete or finished. The lines give 
a sense of chaos, challenge, but also perhaps the opportunity for transition to be 
reinvigorating.
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The blue background was my starting point, our house which we are selling, and ending a 
decade of love and life in, is a rich purple blue like this. We are heading to the ocean which 
is also blue, but the key idea in my mind as I painted this blue background was our home
and the foundation of our family life. The strokes could also represent or be ‘ocean – like/ 
wave – like’ which was a mixed intention, to hint, but not to be. The strokes are also the 
throwing of myself and my emotions into the painting. I literally was doing this as I 
painted. My energy as I engaged the brush strokes was strong, dramatic and deeply 
emotional. 

We did end up selling our house, and we did move to the ocean. One decade of love and life 
ended, but another began.  Looking back to this time from the place I am now I can see the 
struggle and resistance I was bringing to my experience. I can also see that the central concerns 
of my life at that time have now dissipated and changed. And I recognise in myself a great deal 
of growth and healing.

“Holding the cup of my life”

“Holding the cup of my life” 2007

My third self-portrait with my students was stimulated by two meditations that were emailed to 
me by a generated list from the Henri Nouwen Society – and just happened to be delivered at 
the time of the first anniversary of my mother’s death. The first talked about holding the cup of 
our lives and the second talked about lifting our cup and toasting to life (Nouwen, 1996). 

Meditation: Holding the Cup

We all must hold the cups of our lives. As we grow older and become more fully aware of 
the many sorrows of life - personal failures, family conflicts, disappointments in work and 
social life, and the many pains surrounding us on the national and international scene -
everything within and around us conspires to make us ignore, avoid, suppress, or simply 
deny these sorrows. "Look at the sunny side of life and make the best of it," we say to 
ourselves and hear others say to us. But when we want to drink the cups of our lives, we 
need first to hold them, to fully acknowledge what we are living, trusting that by not 
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avoiding but befriending our sorrows we will discover the true joy we are looking for right 
in the midst of our sorrows.

Meditation: Lifting the Cup  

When we hold firm our cups of life, fully acknowledging their sorrows and joys, we will 
also be able to lift our cups in human solidarity. Lifting our cups means that we are not 
ashamed of what we are living, and this gesture encourages others to befriend their truths 
as we are trying to befriend ours. By lifting up our cups and saying to each other, "To life" 
or "To your health," we proclaim that we are willing to look truthfully at our lives together. 
Thus, we can become a community of people encouraging one another to fully drink the 
cups that have been given to us in the conviction that they will lead us to true fulfilment.

I ended up writing my own version combining both of these:

The toasting to life metaphor was highly relevant 
for me as I had used a photo of mum ‘toasting 
the health of her kidney 30 years after her 
transplant’ in the order of service at her funeral. I 
had also made bookmark keepsakes for friends 
using this image. 

The provocation to hold the cup of my life was 
much needed at this time in my life. More than a
year had passed since mum’s death and yet my 
grief was still at times completely overpowering. 
For the sake of my family and my own 
wellbeing I needed to metabolise my experiences 
and emotions.

As part of the artistic process I began taking and 
manipulating images of myself holding my life’s 
cup. All the time I was reflecting on the meaning 
of accepting my life and my sorrows and looking 
truthfully at how I was living and not living.
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As I was exploring the metaphor of the cup I recognised the symbolism and the history represented by 
the cups in my cupboard.  I took photos of these cups that connected me to events: weddings, 
birthdays, celebrations, childhoods, daily rituals; that connected me to people: my mother, my 
grandmother, my great grandmother, my son, my daughter, my husband, my friends.  I recognised the 
many wonderful experiences and relationships that supported the lifting of my cup to toast ‘to life’.
In my self-portrait I created a wallpaper of cups, to remind me of these wonderful discoveries. 

I have found aesthetic and art-making processes so helpful in my life and in my work. They 
have provided health-giving and therapeutic ways to connect with my experiences, my longings, 
and my emotions. I have continued this practice of painting self-portraits and metaphorical 
portraits that connect me to my inwardness and help me make sense of who I am and what I 
know. In terms of my learning, looking back at the artwork and documentation I have gathered 
as part of the portrait making process I can track my life, my living with grief and my healing.  
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I believe these portraits have offered a way to manage my grief and see more than the pain.
They have reconciled tensions and helped me author my life.

“Turning 40”  2008 “Floating” 2008

“Beloved ones” 2010 “Field of possibility” 2011

“Sea dreaming”  2011 “Winds of change” 2012
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At a personal level I wonder if perhaps I may not have been able to find my way out of the 
abyss of despair without these resources connecting me to the good in my life and providing 
knowledge of self, spirit and soul at their deeper levels. At a professional level, working within 
has kept compassion and empathy and ethics and hope alive. It has given me resources for 
responding to my students, to the student whose brother was killed in an accident, to the student 
on practicum whose teacher was ridiculing a little girl who just ‘was not paying attention and 
was always distracted’ – but who had lost her mother to suicide and found herself living with 
relatives who didn’t really want her. It has given me resources to respond to and manage the 
educational landscapes I find myself in.

Our life histories and our relationships are important and significant. More and more I can see 
how essential it is that we connect to our lives so that we live and work and teach in mindful 
and awakened ways.  

Conclusion

What happens at educational frontlines is diverse and individual, but the human element is always 
present and the role of the educator always significant. Standardisation and uniformity fail to 
acknowledge the humanness and messiness of lives, and fail to value who educators are and what we 
experience. Aesthetic inquiry can bridge this gap and keep the frontline in the picture. Arts-based 
research methods can make human experience accessible and provide narratives for understanding the 
realities of lives in educational worlds.

If a strong sense of self, and an understanding of the experiences that shape us are important for 
managing what happens at the frontline, for managing transition, for living life with intention and for 
being effective teachers, then arts-based resources have much to offer.  Used in everyday worlds to 
convey ideas and meanings, the visual arts have a natural and powerful ability to make visible and 
palpable the emotional, sensory and complex dimensions of experience. The arts have a capacity to 
access and reveal the aesthetic qualities of everyday experiences, providing unique opportunities to 
connect within to one’s own and another’s life and world. They can reveal and connect us to faces and 
lives that currently remain hidden (Armon, Uhrmacher, & Ortega, 2009).

For graduate and undergraduate education, narrative and creative inquiry processes offer spaces where 
students (and staff) can engage in relevant and ongoing self-directed inquiries, in collaborative 
relationships and in making deeper connections between the various aspects of their lives (Beattie, 
2009). These processes also offer a place to learn about narrative, arts-based approaches to research. 

At an individual level, creating art-forms such as self-portraits help us communicate what is tacit or 
not easily sayable, and offer ways to represent and understand the dimensionalities of our life and 
work situations. When we make and view these, we realise the power of art-forms for communicating 
inner worlds and messages about the lives we are living. Arts-based creations offer a guide for our 
inner journey toward more authentic ways of seeing and being in the world. They act as conduits for 
understanding and interpreting our work and our identities (Mittapalli & Samaras, 2008). For me, 
creating self-portraits offered a way of engaging in more authentic and holistic ways of knowing 
myself and my work in the context of my life. Examining deep and raw and lived places of grief 
helped me grow in self-knowledge and developed my funds of compassion and empathy for others.

Ultimately, exploring story and life-history using art-forms has potential to support the development
of agency and leadership so that rather than turn into alienated and burnt-out workers we can instead 
influence workplaces and educational cultures and achieve our personal and professional aspirations.
And more than work, we can know ourselves, and seek to live our lives as whole, and as mindfully, 
and as well as we can.
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